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Introduction

In the 1950’s Milnor [1] defined a new family of tools of link theory generalizing
the classical linking number. When the classical linking numbers vanish, the first
of these new invariants µ123(L) gives new interesting information. In the case that
the classical linking numbers are non-zero, Milnor’s invariants are not well defined.
In recent work, Davis-Nagel-Orson-Powell [2] defined new invariants called the
total triple linking number and the total Milnor quotient that improved on the
triple linking number. In this project we compute the total Milnor quotient and
show that it is non-trivial for every link of at least six components. Thus, the
total triple linking can be used to distinguish links even when none of the triple
linking numbers are well defined.

Definitions

Link- A collection of curves in R3 that are non-intersecting and closed. A knot
is a link of one component.
Linking Number- An integer valued invariant that tells roughly how tightly
linked two components of a link are.
Triple Linking Number- An integer valued invariant that gives information
into how three components of a link are linked together.
Linking Matrix- A matrix associated with a link with entries correspond-
ing to the linking numbers of the components. Given link L with components
L1, L2, . . . , Ln and linking matrix Λ, then the ijth entry of Λ is lk(i, j), the
linking number between the ith and the jth component.

Example of linking number computation

Given any link, we compute the linking number between two components L1 and
L2 by counting the number of times that L1 passes over L2 with sign. In Knot
Theory, there is a standard way to determine the sign of a crossing:

As an example, we label the sign of each crossing where the blue link crosses over
the red link:

As there are three positive crossings and two negative crossings, the linking num-
ber between the two components is 3 + (−2) = 1.

Example of triple linking number computation

In [3], there appears a formula for the triple linking number from a surface system.
The idea is to count for L3 how many intersections can be seen with L1 before
an intersection with L2.
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The surface system for the Borromean rings above can be used to compute that
µ123 = 1.

The total Milnor quotient

Theorem: Triple Linking Number Well Defined

The Triple Linking Number is well defined if and only if all pairwise
linking numbers vanish. Otherwise it is only well defined modulo the
GCD of the pairwise linking number.

The Borromean Rings all have pairwise linking number zero, so the
triple linking number is well defined.

In [2], in order to come up with an invariant more powerful than any indi-
vidual µijk, the individual triple linking numbers are gathered together into
a single formula:

µ(L) =
∑
i,j,k

µijk(L)X ijk.

The X ijk are just formal variables giving a basis for Z(n3). As each of the
µijk(L)’s might be ill defined, µ(L) will not be well defined. They produce
a quotient of Z(n3), which accounts for this ill-definedness.

Let vjk =
n∑
i=1

lk(Li, Lk)X ijk and V be the subspace of Z(n3) that is spanned

by all j, k such that 1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ n.
LetM := Z(n3)/V . This is the total Milnor quotient. (For the uninitiated,
this is what results from setting every vjk equal to 0.) Notice that M is
only dependent on the linking matrix Λ of L.
It is a theorem of [2] that the total triple linking number, µ(L), is an
invariant when considered as an element of M. In order to see that this
quotient M is not artificially large we show that every element of M is
realized as the total triple linking number of some link.

Theorem: Every element of M is realized by some
link

Given any arrangement of linking numbers and any m in the associated
M, there is a link with the chosen linking numbers such that the total
triple linking number of L in the associatedM is m.

It is easy to see that any arrangement of linking numbers is realizable by
some link. This link may not necessarily be equal to the desired m, but
by tying in copies of the Borromean rings, we can increase or decrease each
component of the link’s value inM by unit increments until we have the
desired result.

If n ≥ 9 then M is nontrivial

In [2], it is observed that as soon as n ≥ 9,M is non-trivial. This is because
the number of relations inM is 2

(
n
2
)
; meanwhile, the rank of Z is

(
n
3
)
. Thus

when n ≥ 9, the value of µ(L) inM can be used to distinguish infinitely
many links, even if no one of the triple linking numbers can distinguish
them.
We have proven that this threshold can be lowered to n ≥ 6.

If n ≥ 6, then M is nontrivial
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If n ≥ 6, thenM is nontrivial.

Therefore, for any fixed arrangement of linking numbers for a 6 (or more) com-
ponent link, the total triple linking number can be used to distinguish infinitely
many links with those linking numbers. We achieve this bound by finding linear
dependencies between the vjk basis elements that generate V . This lowers the
overall rank of V and therefore increases the rank of M. We find that when
n ≥ 6, then the associatedM will have a rank strictly greater than zero.

Links with trivial M

There are 5 component links with trivial M

Here is an example of a link L such that the associated total Milnor quotient
is trivial: M = 0.
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Thus, our bound of n ≥ 6 for the nontriviality ofM is indeed needed. Moreover,
this means that the apparently stronger total triple linking number cannot be
used to distinguish links with the same arrangement of linking numbers as the
example above.

Future Directions

• Investigate group theoretic properties of the total Milnor quotient and what
they can tell us.

• Research into unreachable rank of the total Milnor quotient.
• Find bounds of other types for smaller component numbers.
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